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Abstract—Machine learning models have been widely used in security applications. However, it is well-known that adversaries can

adapt their attacks to evade detection. There has been some work on making machine learning models more robust to such attacks.

However, one simple but promising approach called randomization is under-explored. In addition, most existing works focus on models

with differentiable error functions while tree-based models do not have such error functions but are quite popular because they are easy

to interpret. This paper proposes a novel randomization-based approach to improve robustness of tree-based models against evasion

attacks. The proposed approach incorporates randomization into both model training time and model application time (meaning when

the model is used to detect attacks). We also apply this approach to random forest, an existing ML method which already has

incorporated randomness at training time but still often fails to generate robust models. We proposed a novel weighted-random-forest

method to generate more robust models and a clustering method to add randomness at model application time. We also proposed a

theoretical framework to provide a lower bound for adversaries’ effort. Experiments on intrusion detection and spam filtering data show

that our approach further improves robustness of random-forest method.

Index Terms—Evasion attacks, machine learning, adversarial learning, intrusion detection, spam filtering

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

WITH the arrival of big data era, machine learning techni-
ques have been widely used to build models for cyber

security applications such as spam filtering [1], [2], malware
or virus detection [3], and intrusion detection [4], [5], [6], [7].
However, attackers may use a type of attacking strategy
called evasion attackwhichmodifies their data to avoid detec-
tion. For example, an email spammer may modify spam
emails to drop or add certain words or symbols and a hacker
canmodify the signature of amalware or virus.

There have been studies on vulnerability of AI/ML mod-
els [8], especially more recently on deep learning models
[9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14]. There also has been work on
building more robust mining models against evasion
attacks [8], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24],
[25], [26]. Most existing works focus on models with differ-
entiable error functions because attackers can use techni-
ques such as gradient descent to decide the modification to
original instance which will lead to maximal error. How-
ever tree-based models (e.g., decision trees, regression trees,
random forest) do not have such error functions but are
quite popular because they are easy to interpret.

In addition,most existing studies use deterministicmodels.
However for tree-basedmodels, a deterministic model should
be concise to avoid overfitting the training data according to
the Minimum Description Length (MDL) principle [27]. A

concisemodel often uses a small number of features or a small
number of features may have much larger impact on the out-
put than other features. Attackers canmodify such features to
evade detection. To understand the problem of deterministic
models, let us look at the following example.

Example 1. Let us consider an email spam filtering exam-
ple. Suppose the filtering software uses decision trees.
Fig. 1 shows several sample decision trees (in practice
decision trees will have more nodes but here we simplify
the trees to show the concept). Each node represents frac-
tion of a word or an email in content of an email except
for “total capital”, which represents the total number of
capitalized letters in the email. The numbers in parenthe-
sis are number of positive or negative training instances
in each node.

If only one decision tree, say f1 is used, it is very easy for
attackers to modify a spam email to evade detection. For
example, suppose attackers have an email with feature val-
ues shown in Table 1(a). Attackers may learn that the spam
filtering software looks at the “remove” and “$” features.
As a result attackers just need to modify one feature (the
percentage of $ sign in the email) to avoid detection.

Some researchers try to use an ensemble approach (i.e.,
build a number of models instead of one) [28], [29] to
improve robustness of models. However, although the
ensemble approach does add some uncertainty to the gener-
ated models, it has two shortcomings: 1) its goal is still to
detect original non-evasive attacks, so the models built by
ensemble approach may still frequently use a small subset
of features, making it vulnerable to evasion attacks; 2)
ensemble approach is still deterministic at model applica-
tion time, making it easier for attackers to adapt.
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Random forest is a tree-based ensemble method which
generates a pool of decision trees. Each tree is trained using a
random sample of training data (this is also called bagging)
and a random subset of features at each split (also called ran-
dom subspace or feature bagging). However we found random
forest often fails to generate robust models. For example, We
ran random forest on Spambase data set [30], which is an e-
mail spam data set with 57 features and built 100 decision
trees. Fig. 2 reports for each feature (attribute), the number of
trees using that feature. 9 out of 57 features appear in at least
80 percent of trees and 22 features appear in at least half of
trees. This means that attackers can modify these frequently
used features to change prediction outcome.

Our Contributions. This paper proposes a weighted ran-
dom forest approach to generate a more robust pool of deci-
sion trees at model training time as well as a clustering-
based method to add randomness at model application
time. Next we use an example to show how our approach
may help.

In Example 1, suppose our method builds a pool of three
decision trees shown in Fig. 1. Table 1(c) shows the number
of features an attacker needs to modify if all three trees are
used at model application time (i.e., at least two trees need
to return “not spam”). Attackers need to modify at least two
features now (using f1 alone just needs one modification).

Our method further boosts robustness at model applica-
tion time. For example, if all three trees are used in Fig. 1.
As shown in Table 1(c), attackers only need to modify two
features to avoid detection. However if we select f1 and f2
(or f2 and f3) at model application time and the spam filter-
ing software will only label the email “not spam” if both
trees return “not spam”, attackers have to modify at least
three features as shown in Table 1(d).

This paper makes the following contributions:

1) Methods to build a diverse pool of mining models
for tree-based methods. Tree-based methods don not
have differentiable error functions. Unlike methods
based on retraining using adversarial examples [31],
the proposed methods modified the random forest
algorithm to generate more robust trees.

2) A method to randomly select a subset of models at
model application time to further boost robustness.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper
proposing this method.

3) A theoretical framework that provides a lower
bound to adversaries’ effort.

4) Experiments to compare our methods to existing
methods. We also showed how to set parameters in
our methods to optimize the defense against both
non-evasive attacks and evasion attacks.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes related work. Section 3 introduces some back-
ground information and gives an overview of our approach.
Section 4 describes how our approach can be applied to ran-
dom forest. Section 5 presents a theoretical framework to
bound adversaries’ cost. Section 6 presents experimental
results. Section 7 discusses howour approach can be extended
to otherminingmodels and Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 RELATED WORK

Next we briefly describe related work in the literature,
which can be roughly divided into five categories.

The first category of work studies attacks against conven-
tional mining models [32]. Barreno et al. described a taxon-
omy of attacks and briefly mentions a few possible defense
strategies [16]. Lowd and Meek [8] studied a reverse engi-
neering algorithm to learn the models of a given machining
learning algorithm. They assume that the adversary can
find out the outcome of a prediction model by sending
instances to the model. Attacks on intrusion detection are
discussed in [33]. Nelson et. al. [34] studied attacks against
classifiers with convex decision boundaries. Tramer et al.
studied attacks that steal machine learning models based on
output of such models [35].

The second category of work tries to find robust learning
algorithms in presence of attacks. A common approach is to
model the learning problem as an optimization problem
[36], [37], [38]. Globerson and Roweis [21] studied the prob-
lem of building a robust SVM classifier in presence of fea-
ture deletion attacks (attackers can delete up to a certain
number of features from the test data). Another adversarial

Fig. 1. Decision tree models created by our model in Example 1.

TABLE 1
Some Possible Attacks for Example 1
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learning method is proposed for SVM in [39], which consid-
ers two possible settings for attackers, in one of them the
attackers can corrupt data without any restriction and in the
other one the attackers have costs associated with attacks.

The third category of work applies game theory to the
adversarial learning problem. Typically the problem is
modeled as a two-player and multi-stage game between the
data miner and the adversary. At each stage, the adversary
tries to find the best possible attacks and the data miner
adjusts the mining models to such attacks. Kearns and Li
[40] proposed a theoretical upper bound on tolerable mali-
cious error rates. Dalvi et al. [41] proposed a game theory
framework which models the data miner and the adversary
as a two player game. They assume that both players have
perfect knowledge (i.e., data miner knows the adversary’s
attacking strategy and the adversary knows the mining
model). Several other works [19], [42], [43] model the adver-
sarial learning problem as a Stackelberg game.

The fourth category of work focuses on vulnerabilities of
deep neural nets [10], [11], [12], [13], [14]. A survey can be
found at [9]. Most of these studies focus on image classifica-
tion and they have shown that adversarial examples can
effectively fool a neural network to misclassify a slightly
modified image. There has been some effort to make deep
neural nets more robust [24], [25], [26], where most of them
retrain the neural nets with added adversarial examples.
However most of such work still focuses on images. Image-
based methods operate in a continuous feature space so they
may not be directly applicable to cyber security applications
which contain a lot of discrete attributes (e.g., words in
emails or network protocol for intrusion detection data). To
the best of our knowledge, the only exception is [12], where
Grosse et al. have studied how to generate adversarial exam-
ples for malware classification and use these examples to
retrain a deep neural net. In addition, neural nets have differ-
entiable error functions but tree-basedmethods do not.

The final category of work use ensemble methods in
adversarial settings [44], [45], [46], [47], [48]. For example,
Biggio et al. [29] used two methods: random subspace (a ran-
dom subset of features are used for training each model) and
bagging (a random sample of training data is used for train-
ing each model). Although these methods are similar to our
approach, they do not consider the problem of optimizing
defense against both evasion and non-evasive attacks

(original attacks), which is the focus of our approach. These
solutions also only consider the model building time, and
our approach will inject randomness into model application
time aswell.

Kantchelian et al. modeled the problem of finding opti-
mal evasion for tree ensemble classifiers (including random
forest) as a mixed integer linear programming problem [31]
and proposed to improve robustness by augmenting the
training set with evading instances. However, this approach
has several problems: 1) it still runs a conventional random
forest algorithm on augmented training set; our experi-
ments will show that there are still features vulnerable to
evasion attacks after retraining; 2) it is quite expensive to
solve the mixed integer linear programming problem.

Overall there has been very little work using randomiza-
tion at model application time. The only work we are aware
of that uses randomization at model application time is [49],
where the authors considered an optimal strategy when the
system can use several classifiers. They found the optimal
solution is either to choose a classifier uniformly at random
or choose the classifier with the smallest error depending
on the relative importance between accuracy versus robust-
ness. However, this work does not consider how to create
these classifiers and does not test their approach on real
data sets. We propose a method to build more diverse pool
of models and a clustering-based method to select these
models at model application time. We also test our solution
on real data sets.

To summarize, our work differs from existing work on
two aspects: 1) our approach adds randomness at model
application time; 2) our approach considers tree-based
methods, which do not have differentiable error function.

3 BACKGROUND AND OVERVIEW OF OUR

APPROACH

We first introduce some notations. Let L be a data mining
algorithm which given an instance xi returns a class label
(malicious or benign). Let T ¼ fðxi; yiÞgNi¼1 be a set of N train-
ing samples where xi ¼ ðxi1; . . . ; ximÞ is a training instance
with m independent variables (or features) A1; . . . ; Am and
xij is the value of Aj in xi, and yi is the value of dependent
variable Y for xi. Let M be the number of models in the
model pool. We will build a pool P ¼ ff1ðxÞ; . . . ; fMðxÞg of
prediction models where each fiðxÞ is a model to predict the
value of Y for record x. At model application time, we will
select a subset ofP for prediction.

Threat Model. This paper focuses on evasion attacks
where attackers can observe the prediction outcome of the
detection model and modify their attacking instances accor-
dingly to avoid detection, but cannot tamper with the model
and training data directly (also called exploratory integrity
attacks in [16]).

Following the literature, We will consider two cases for
attackers’ knowledge.

Definition 1. White-box attack: Attackers know the models
being built over training data and can modify their attacking
instances based on that.

Definition 2. Black-box attack: Attackers do not know the models
being built over training data, but can observe the predictions

Fig. 2. Number of trees using each feature by random forest on Spam-
base data set.
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made by the models and have a sample data set similar to those
used in training.

The black-box case is more common in practice. The
white-box case often occurs if attackers are insiders.

In the literature the robustness of a model is often mea-
sured by the amount of effort attackers need to pay to evade
a model. This is often achieved by solving the following
problem for attackers.

Definition 3. Optimal Evasion Problem: Given a malicious
instance xi that is initially labeled as malicious by the learning
algorithm L, attackers want to find an instance x0i such that 1)
L will classify it as benign; 2) the distance dðxi; x

0
iÞ between xi

and x0
i is minimized.

In the literature Lp distance is often used as distance
function. In this paper we use weighted Lp distance

dðxi; x
0
iÞ ¼

Xm
j¼1

cjjxij � x0
ijjp

 !1=p

: (1)

Here cj is a weight that represents the difficulty or cost of
modifying feature j. The modified instance x0

i that can evade
detection is also called adversarial examples/instances
according to the literature. A model is more robust to eva-
sion attacks if attackers need to put more effort to generate
adversarial examples (i.e., with larger Lp distances to origi-
nal instances).

The detectionmodel need to consider both evasion attacks
and original (unmodified) non-evasive attacks because in
practice both types of attacks may occur. There is usually a
tradeoff between defense against these two types attacks as a
model that is good at detecting one type of attack may have
poor detection rate against the other type of attack. E.g., ran-
dom forest is good at detecting non-evasive attacks but is
bad at evasion attacks. As another example, a model that
labels more instances as attacks may be robust to evasion
attacks but will have low precision for original attacks as
many normal instances may get labeled as attacks. So the
goal of this paper is to optimize this tradeoff.

Fig. 3 shows the architecture of our approach. Given a
training data set T and a data mining algorithm L, our
approach first generates a model pool using randomization.
When user provides an instance z to classify, a random selec-
tion process will be used to select a subset of models from
the model pool to return a prediction for z. Next we show
how our approach can be applied to random forest method.

4 OUR SOLUTION FOR RANDOM-FOREST

As illustrated in Section 1, random forest often fails to gen-
erate robust pool of models. We developed a Weighted Ran-
dom Forest algorithm (Section 4.1) to address this issue. The
key idea is to penalize features with high vulnerability (or
more frequent appearance) such that features are used
more uniformly in different trees. We also propose a cluster-
ing based method to add randomness at model application
time (Section 4.2).

4.1 Weighted Random Forest Method

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo code of theWeightedRandom
Forest (WRF) algorithm. The algorithm is the same as random
forest except that when the algorithm selects a feature to split,
the splitting criteria of each feature Aj is multiplied by a
weight wj. This weight will be used to optimize the tradeoff
betweendefense against non-evasive attacks (goal of the orig-
inal random forest algorithm) and evasion attacks.

Algorithm 1.Weighted Random Forest Method

Input: Training data set T ¼ fðxi; yiÞgNi¼1, number of models
M , feature subset size F
Output: A set of candidate models f1; . . . ; fM

1 Compute weights w1; . . . ; wm for each feature
2 for i ¼ 1 toM do
3 Draw a uniform random sample with replacement of size

N from T , let the sample be Ti

4 Build a decision tree fi on Ti where at each node a random
subset of F features are used and the splitting criteria for
each feature Aj is multiplied by weight wj

5 end
6 return f1; . . . ; fM

We compute the weights based on the following two
observations. First, features that are more difficult to change
(i.e., with larger cj in Equation (1)) should receive higher
weights. Second, if modifying a feature is likely to change
the classification outcome of a positive (malicious) instance
to negative (benign), then this feature should have a lower
weight. We call such features vulnerable features and pro-
posed two metrics to quantity vulnerability. The first is
information gain and the the other is a newmetric called dif-
ferential ratio.

Algorithm 2 shows the steps to compute weights. Line 1
runs standard random forest algorithm on the training data
to generate an initial set P0 of M trees. These trees will be
used to compute feature weights. For each feature Aj and
each tree fi that uses Aj, the algorithm computes differential
ratio or information gain at each node using Aj as splitting
node. Since the same feature may be used multiple times in
the same tree, the algorithm computes rij as the maximal
information gain or differential ratio over all such appearance

Fig. 3. Architecture of our approach.
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in tree fi. Finally line 6 computes weight wj for feature Aj

using all rij.

Algorithm 2. Compute Feature Weights

Input: Training data set T ¼ fðxi; yiÞgNi¼1, number ofmodelsM
Output:Weights w1; . . . ; wm for each feature

1 Run standard random forest algorithm on T to create an ini-
tial model pool P0

2 for each feature Aj, 1 � j � m do
3 for each tree fi in P0 that uses Aj do
4 Compute rij as the maximal information gain or differen-

tial ratio for Aj in fi
5 end
6 wj ¼ e

�r

PM

i¼1
rij

Mcj

7 end

Next we describe how to use information gain or differ-
ential ratio to compute the weights.

Information Gain.One observation is that a vulnerable fea-
ture is often selected as splitting attribute because it appears
in many trees. Random forest selects splitting attribute
based on measures such as information gain so we can use
these measures to quantify vulnerability of a feature.

Let valsðAjÞ be set of possible values of feature Aj. Let Tn

be set of training instances under node n. Let Tv be the set of
training instances in Tn and have value v on feature Aj.
Information gain for a node n that splits on feature Aj is
defined in Equation (2)

IGðAj; nÞ ¼ HðTnÞ �
X

v2valsðAjÞ

jTvj
jTnjHðTvÞ: (2)

Here HðTnÞ and HðTvÞ are entropy of class distribution
for node n and child node nv, respectively.

Since a feature may appear multiple times in the same
tree, we take the maximal information gain in a tree so we
consider the most vulnerable case for a feature Aj (i.e., the
worst case). Let fi be a tree in the model pool P0 built by
random forest

rij ¼ max
n2fi;n splits on Aj

IGðAj; nÞ: (3)

We then sum up rij in all trees and divide the sum by M
(total number of trees). We then compute weight wj for fea-
ture Aj as

wðAjÞ ¼ e
�r

PM

i¼1
rij

Mcj : (4)

Here cj is the difficulty ofmodifyingAj in Equation (1). r is
a parameter to adjust the importance of robustness. If r ¼ 0,
wðAjÞ ¼ 1 for all features and our method is identical to ran-
dom forest. For a positive r value, the weight of a feature
increases with the difficulty of modifying that feature and
decreases with the information gain. So our method favors
features that are difficult tomodify or are less vulnerable.

The exponential function in Equation (4) is used for
smoothing. For example, suppose a feature A1 has an infor-
mation gain of 0.15 and a feature A2 has an information
gain of 0.01, and both features have cj of 1. Without the

exponential function the weight of A1 will be 15 times of
that of A2 (both are negative weights). This may penalize
feature A1 too much because features with high information
gain are features that can better distinguish positive instan-
ces from negative instances. With the exponential function
the weight for A1 is 0.55 and weight for A2 is 0.96 when
r ¼ 4. We will discuss how to choose appropriate value of r
in Section 6.

Differential Ratio. One problem of information gain is that
it is mainly used for classification accuracy, and it may not
precisely capture vulnerability of a feature at times. So we
proposed an alternative metric called differential ratio to
quantify vulnerability. We start by considering binary trees,
and then explain the difference between differential ratio
and information gain, and finally generalize our solution to
multi-branch trees.

Let pþðnlÞ be the fraction of positive training instances in
the subtree rooted at node n’s left child and pþðnrÞ be the
fraction of positive instances in the subtree rooted at its
right child. Let jnj be the total number of training instances
in the subtree rooted at node n and jT j be the total number
of training instances. Let An be the splitting feature used at
node n. We calculate a differential ratio for feature An at n as

dðAn; nÞ ¼ jpþðnlÞ � pþðnrÞj jnjjT j : (5)

Next we explain the intuition behind Equation (5). Let x
be a positive instance that falls under the subtree rooted at
n. Modifying the splitting feature of nmay change x0s classi-
fication outcome from positive to negative. Now we try to
estimate the probability of this change. We assume that test
cases will follow a similar distribution as the training cases
(this is the basis for all data mining algorithms). Thus we
can estimate the probability of a test case reaching node n
by jnj

jT j. Since the test case is positive, it is more likely belong-
ing to the child node with higher fraction of positive cases.
Without loss of generality we assume that the left child has
higher fraction of positive cases. Let An be the splitting fea-
ture at node n. Modifying An will move x from left child to
right child. We use pþðnlÞ to approximate the probability of
x classified as positive in the left child, and pþðnrÞ to
approximate the same probability in right child. So the
probability of x being classified as negative after modifying
An can be estimated by pþðnlÞð1� pþðnrÞÞ.

However this measure has two problems: 1) it is not sym-
metric; 2) it is greater than zero even if the right child has
higher fraction of positive instances (so moving x to right
child will not help the attackers). So instead we use
jpþðnlÞ � pþðnrÞjwhich is both symmetric and indicates that
x is more vulnerable when one of its child has much higher
fraction of positive instances than the other child (so mov-
ing x to the other child helps attackers).

Once we compute differential ratio for a feature Aj at a
single node, we can compute the differential ratio in the
whole model pool in a similar way as for information gain
in Equation (3). For each tree in the model pool, we take the
maximal ratio rij across all nodes splitting on Aj. We then
use Equation (4) to compute the weight of Aj.

Differences Between Differential Ratio and Information Gain.
There are two main differences between information gain
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and differential ratio: 1) information gain considers original
class distribution (HðTnÞ), differential ratio does not; 2)
information gain considers the size of each child node (the
entropy of each child node is weighted by size), differential
ratio does not.

Fig. 1 shows the difference between differential ratio and
information gain. Suppose the upper branches are the left
branches. The differential ratio for the “$” node in tree f1
equals j0:1� 0:9j 11002000 ¼ 0:88, and the differential ratio for the
“000” node in tree f2 is j0:1� 0:67j 11002000 ¼ 0:62. So the first one
has higher differential ratio. However, if we compute infor-
mation gain (IG), IG for “$” node is 0.19 and IG for “000”
node is 0.26. So the second node has higher IG. The reason is
that information gain considers entropy before the split as
well as each child node’s size, while differential ratio only
considers the difference of fraction of positive instances in
two child nodes. Here the “$” node has one childwithmostly
positive instances and the other with mostly negative instan-
ces, so modifying “$” feature is more likely to change a posi-
tive instance to a negative instance. On the other hand, the
higher IG for “000” is mostly due to the higher entropy
before the split, which is not directly related to vulnerability.

Generalization to Multi-Branch Trees. To generalize differ-
ential ratio to multiple-branch trees, we divide children of a
node n into two groups. The first group consists of child
nodes with majority as positive training instances, and the
second group consists of nodes with majority as negative
training instances (if one of the groups is empty then differ-
ential ratio of n is zero). Let pþðnþÞ be the fraction of posi-
tive instances in the first group and pþðn�Þ be the fraction of
positive instances in the second group. We define differen-
tial ratio for feature An at node n as

dðAn; nÞ ¼ jpþðnþÞ � pþðn�Þj jnjjT j : (6)

We then use this differential ratio in Equations (3) and (4).
Computational Complexity. The computational complexity

of random forest isOðmMNlogNÞwherem is number of fea-
tures, N is number of training instances andM is number of
models. WRF builds models twice (the first pass to generate
P0 without the weighting scheme and the second pass with
the weighting scheme). OnceP0 is generated, computing dif-
ferential ratio or information gain just needs to traverse each
tree in P0 and costs Oðmaxjf jMÞ where maxjf j is the maxi-
mal number of nodes in a tree. Normally N >> maxjfj, so
the complexity ofWRFD is stillOðmMNlogNÞ.

4.2 Clustering-Based Model Selection at Model
Application Stage

At model application stage we can dynamically select a sub-
set of models each time the models are asked to classify an
instance such that it is even harder for attackers to find out
what models are used.

We propose a clustering-based model selection method
(shown in Algorithm 3). This method is based on the obser-
vation that if two trees share very few common features
then they should be robust to evasion attacks because
attackers need to modify more features.

The algorithm first creates a similarity graph where each
node is a tree in P and two nodes are linked if they share

common features and the weight of the link is the sum of
differential ratio or information gain of shared features. It
then uses spectral clustering to divide the models into s
clusters such that there are few between cluster links. The
clustering step can be done offline. At model application
time, for each test case, the clustering method randomly
selects q models from each cluster. These qs models will be
used to classify this test case. Note that different models
will be used to classify different test cases. Since models in
different clusters share very few common features, the
selected models also share fewer common features than the
original model pool. We will discuss how to empirically
select q and s in Section 6.

Algorithm 3.Clustering-BasedModel Selection Algorithm

Input: Amodel pool P ¼ ff1; . . . ; fMg, parameters s, q, and a
test case t
Output: A subset of models to classify t

1 Creates a similarity graph G ¼ ðV;EÞ where node v 2 V is a
tree in P and two nodes are linked by an edge e if they
share common features and e’s weight is the sum of differ-
ential ratio or information gain of shared features

2 Use spectral clustering to create s clusters
3 At model application time, randomly select q models per

cluster and return them

Let M be the number of trees and m be the number of
features. It takes OðmM2Þ time to build the similarity graph.
The cost of spectral clustering is OðM3Þ. So the computa-
tional complexity of the clustering-based method is
OðM3 þmM2Þ. Note that this cost is not related to number
of instances.

The clustering-based algorithm can use models gener-
ated by our weighted (WRF) algorithm. We call the com-
bined algorithm Cluster-based Weighted Random Forest
(CWRF). It can also use models generated by a traditional
random forest algorithm without feature weighting. This
may make sense if users do not want to modify the imple-
mentation of random forest or do not want to pay the over-
head of WRF (WRF needs to build models twice).

5 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

We propose a theoretical framework to provide a lower
bound to attackers’ effort. We will consider L0 distance in
Equation (1). So the cost of modifying a set of features in a
set SA equals

P
Aj2SA cj. We start with a theoretical bound

for random forest. We first introduce some notations.

Definition 4. Let f be a decision tree to detect whether data
instance x is positive or negative as a cyber security threat
(e.g., a spam, an intrusion, or a fraud). A critical path of f is a
root-to-leaf path p with nodes n1; n2; . . . ; njpj where njpj is a leaf
node with positive label.

For example, in the first tree f1 in Fig. 1, there are two
critical paths: {“remove” > 0}, {“remove” � 0, “$” > 0.05}.
It is clear that any instance labeled positive must lie on one
of the critical paths (actually at the leaf node) and to turn
such an instance into negative, attackers need to modify
some features on the critical path.
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Definition 5. Critical count CCðAjÞ for a feature Aj in a set of
models P ¼ ff1; . . . ; fMg equals the number of trees in P that
have Aj on at least one critical path.

For instance, in Example 1, the critical count for “$” is
two because it appears in critical paths in f1 and f3. The crit-
ical count for the remaining features is all one because each
only appears in one tree’s critical paths. Next we give the
bound.

Theorem 1. A pool P ¼ ff1ðxÞ; . . . ; fMðxÞg of decision trees
satisfies ðt1; t2; kÞ-robustness if and only if for any set SA of k
features,

P
Aj2SA CCðAjÞ � t1 and

P
Aj2SA cj � t2. So for any

positive data instance x with current positive vote (i.e., number
of trees labeling x as positive) greater or equal to dM=2e þ t1,
an attacker needs to modify more than k features or needs more
than t2 L0-distance to evade detection by P.
The proof is quite straightforward. Suppose x is classi-

fied as positive by a tree f . To modify x such that f will clas-
sify modified x as negative, an attacker must modify some
feature on critical paths of f . Since CCðAjÞ is the number of
trees with feature Aj on their critical paths, modifying Aj

can reduce the positive vote count by at most CCðAjÞ. Since
the sum of any k features’ critical count is at most t1, the
change in positive vote count by modifying k features is at
most t1. Since the current positive vote count is no less than
dM=2e þ t1, the new count is at least dM=2e after changing k
features. Thus x will be still classified as positive. Since we
need to modify more than k features to change the outcome,
the L0 distance between the adversarial instance and the
original instance is at least t2 because changing k features
already results in a L0 distance of t2.

For example, let P ¼ ff1; f2g in Fig. 1, the maximal critical
count for each feature is one, so P satisfies ð1; c�; 1Þ-robust-
ness where c� is the minimal cj among those features.
According to Theorem 1, for any instance with positive vote
2 (e.g., the original instance shown in Table 1(a)), the attacker
needs to change at least 2 features to avoid detection. This
bound is also tight because for a test case with feature
“Remove”¼ 0, “$”¼ 0:2, “!”¼ 0:2, and “0000”¼ 0:3, attack-
ers just need to change “$” to 0.05 and “000” to 0.25 to change
the prediction of both f1 and f2 from spam to not spam.

Theorem 1 provides a worst-case bound. However in
practice the performance is usually better because not every
modification of a feature on a critical path will lead to
change of classification outcome. For instance, for the first
test case in Table 1(a), attackers need to modify three fea-
tures instead of two for model set ff1; f2g as shown in
Table 1(d). The differential ratio proposed in Equation (3)
can be seen as a more realistic estimation of robustness but
it does not give worst case bound.

Worst-Case Bound After Clustering. The clustering-based
model selection method also provides a worst-case bound. If
each feature does not appear in more than l clusters, then the
critical count of each feature is no more than lq because we
only select qmodels per cluster. So the total critical count of k
features will not exceed klq. The selected models satisfy
ðklq; c�; kÞ-robustness where c� is the minimal sum of cj of k
features. For example, suppose in Fig. 1 the trees are divided
into two clusters, the first cluster with tree f1 and f3 and the
second with tree f2. Each feature only shows up in one

cluster, i.e., l ¼ 1. We also select one model per cluster so
q ¼ 1. So the selected models (say f1 and f2) satisfy
ð1; c�; 1Þ-robustness and by Theorem 1 attackers need to
modify at least 2 features for any instance with two positive
votes.

Impact of Using Weighted Random Forest. We have two
observations of the proposed weighted random forest
method. First, suppose two features are identical except
that one has higher cost than the other, WRF will favor the
feature with higher cost. This is obvious from Equation (4)
where higher the cost (cj), higher the weight. Second, sup-
pose two features Ai and Aj have similar information gain
or differential ratio except that Ai is used in more trees gen-
erated by the original random forest method than Aj, WRF
will favor Aj (the feature used in fewer trees). This is evi-
dent from Equation (3) where the feature appears in more
trees will have higher total information gain (or differential
ratio) and thus lower weight in Equation (4).

These observations mean that compared to original ran-
dom forest algorithm, WRF will tend to pick features with
higher cost or less frequently used in existing trees. Thus
the pool of trees generated by WRF tends to have lower crit-
ical count bound (t1) and higher L0-distance bound (t2) if
number of features k is fixed. Lower t1 means the pool is
more likely to satisfy the necessary condition that number
of positive votes need to be at least dM=2e þ t1. Thus the
worst case bound in Theorem 1 is more likely to hold.
Higher t2 means adversaries need to pay more effort in
terms of L0 distance. So WRF leads to more robust models
in general.

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section presents experimental evaluation of our pro-
posed methods. Section 6.1 describes setup of our experi-
ment. Section 6.2 discusses how we tune parameters of
proposed methods and Section 6.3 compares proposed
methods to existing ones.

6.1 Setup

Algorithms.We compare the following algorithms:

1) WRFD: this is the proposed weighted random forest
algorithm using differential ratio in the weighting
scheme. Clustering is not used.

2) WRFI: this is WRF using information gain in the
weighting scheme.

3) CWRF: this is the proposed algorithm with both
weighting at model building time and cluster-based
model selection (in Algorithm 3) at model applica-
tion time. We also use WRFD to create the model
pool because WRFD has better results than WRFI in
most cases.

4) RF: this is the original random forest algorithm. RF
can be seen as a special case of WRFD or WRFI when
r ¼ 0 (i.e., weights are uniform).

5) Retraining-Tree: this method was used in [31]. It
takes all true positive training instances (i.e., those
positive instances also classified as positive by the
current model) and finds for each training instance
xi an adversarial instance x0

i to evade detection using
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a Greedy algorithm which will be described later in
this Section. Random forest models are then created
using the augmented training set which contains
both the original training instances and the adversar-
ial instances. This process is also repeated (to have
new models to classify training data and add adver-
sarial instances from true positives) until no more
adversarial instances can be generated.

6) Retraining-CNN: this method creates a convolution-
ary neural network (CNN) over the training data
and then uses the JSMA method [50] to generate
adversarial examples because JSMA minimizes L0

distance. The adversarial examples are added to the
original training data to retrain a more robust CNN.

Data Sets.We used the Spambase data set (an email spam
data set) from UCI Machine Learning Repository [30] and
network traffic data from Kyoto University’s Honeypot (an
intrusion detection data set) [51]. For the Kyoto University
data set, we randomly selected a sample of 45,390 instances
from data collected in December 2015. Since the original data
set is quite skewed (with mostly normal traffic), we under-
sampled normal traffic data and kept about half sample nor-
mal and half attacks. We also removed duplicates from the
data set. We call this sampled data set Kyoto-Sample. Details
of these data sets can be found in Table 2. Spambase only
contains numerical features. Kyoto University data has both
numerical and categorical features.

Features for Spambase data are mainly frequency of
words and symbols as well as length of sequence of capital
letters. All these features are relatively easy to modify so we
set cj (the cost of modifying feature j in Equation (1)) for all
features to one for Spambase data set.

For Kyoto University data set we only used features
extracted from raw traffic data such as duration of connec-
tion, number of bytes sent by source IP. We divide these fea-
tures into three groups as shown in Table 3 according to
attackers’ difficulty of modifying these features: for the fea-
ture like “Source Port”, it is easy for attackers to modify
by themselves, so we set cj for these features to 1; for the fea-
tures like “Destination Port”, attackers can barely change
the values in the real world, we set cj for these features to 5;
for the rest of features like “Count” or “Serror_Rate”, it may
need attackers to take some efforts to modify but not too
much, so we set cj of these features to 3.

For Spambase, we randomly selected 70 percent of
data for training and the remaining for testing. For Kyoto-
Sample, we randomly selected 10 days of data for training
and the remaining for testing. We also assume that attackers
do not have access to training data but do have access to
testing data. Attackers will try to evade detection for every
true positive instance in the testing data. Note that there is

no need to modify false negative instances as they already
evade detection.

Attacking Strategies. The error function for random forest
is not differentiable. So we cannot use methods such as gra-
dient descent. Instead we used a greedy attacking method
to find adversarial instances (a similar method is used in
[31]). This method tries to find adversarial instances closest
to xi based on L0 distance.

Given a true positive instance xi in the testing data, the
Greedy method iteratively selects a feature to modify such
that this will lead to maximal reduction of the count of posi-
tive votes divided by weight ci. Here count of positive votes
is the number of trees that classify the current modified
instance x0

i as positive. Clearly, if positive vote count is less
than half of total number of trees then x0

i will be classified as
negative and become an adversarial instance.

In the white-box case, the Greedy method first finds a
negative instance xn that has the lowest positive vote count.
So xn looks the most negative according to the detection
model. It then checks every unmodified feature and repla-
ces that feature with the value of the feature in xn (other fea-
tures remain unchanged) and computes the new positive
vote count. For Spambase data set, the cost of modifying
each feature (cj) is one, so the feature A�

j with the lowest
positive vote count will be selected. For Kyoto-Sample data
set, attackers will consider different difficulty of modifying
features when they select features using greedy method.
We assume attackers will divide vote change of each feature
by its predefined cost cj and select feature A�

j with the high-
est result. This process is repeated until majority of trees
classify the modified instance x0

i as negative.
In the black-box case, attackers do not know the tree

models built from training data. The attackers randomly
select a subset of testing instances they have and learn a set
of tree models based on this subset. Let’s call this model
pool P0. The greedy method is then applied just as the
white-box case using P0 to help it choose the feature to mod-
ify. At the end of each iteration when a feature A�

j is
selected, the Greedy method will probe the original models
to check whether the original model pool P will classify the
modified instance x0

i (with feature A�
j modified) as negative

and stops if this happens. In both data sets we used half of
the testing data for attackers to build their own model P0.

Metrics. One way to measure robustness is to run all
models on real evasion attack data. However it is quite diffi-
cult to find such data sets. So in the literature robustness is
often measured by Lp distance between adversarial instan-
ces and the original instances.

We also assume that attackers can modify as many fea-
tures as they want and as much per feature as they want.

TABLE 2
Characteristics of Data Sets

Data set Number of Number of Number

instances features of positive

instances

Spambase 4,601 57 1813
Kyoto-Sample 45,390 14 22,687

TABLE 3
Groups and Costs for Features in Kyoto-Sample

Groups Features Costs

Group 1 Duration, SourceBytes, Source_Port_Number 1

Group 2 Count, Same_srv_rate, Serror_rate, Srv_Serror_Rate,

Dst_Host_Count, Dst_Host_Srv_Count,

Dst_Host_Same_Src_Port_Rate, Dst_Host_Serror_Rate

3

Group 3 DestinationBytes, Destination_Port_Number 5
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We used average L0 distance between adversarial instances
and their corresponding original instances. For Spambase
data set, we set all cj to one, so the average L0 distance per
instance is the average number of features modified by the
attackers to evade each attack instance. For Kyoto-Sample we
assigned non uniform weights listed in Table 3. In both cases,
the higher the average distance, themore robust themodel.

For Kyoto-Sample data set, since cost of modifying a fea-
ture is not uniform, it is a little difficult to interpret L0 dis-
tance. To address this issue, we also consider a case when
attackers can only launch attacks with the total cost not
exceeding a budget b. We measured success rate (fraction of
attacks that can evade detection) of such adversarial attacks
for such bounded attack case.

We also measure a model’s ability to detect original non-
evasive attacks using precision, recall, and F1 score over
original testing data which only contains original attacks
and normal data.

All experiments were run on a desktop computer with
Intel i7 quad core processor, 32 GB RAM, 2 TB hard disk,
and running Windows 10. All algorithms were imple-
mented in Java by extending source code for Weka 3.8. Since
there is some randomness in mining algorithms and attack-
ing strategies, we ran each experiment 20 times and took
the average of results.

6.2 Tuning of Parameters

We need to set three parameters for our proposed WRFD,
WRFI andCWRFmethods: 1) rwhich is used in Equation (4);
2) s as the number of clusters for CWRF; 3) q as the number of

models selected at model application time from each cluster
of models. All three parameters can be used to adjust the
tradeoff between defense against evasion attacks (robust-
ness) and defense against non-evasive (original) attacks.

Tuning of r. we found that results for white-box and
black-box cases have similar trends so we only report
results for white-box. As mentioned in Section 6.1, average
L0 distance is used to measure robustness to evasion
attacks. Figs. 4 and 5 report average L0 distance for each
data set under white-box attack. Figs. 6 and 7 report F1 score
for Spambase and Kyoto-Sample, respectively. We reported
results for WRFD, CWRF, and WRFI because all these meth-
ods use r. For CWRF we used s ¼ 10; q ¼ 3 for Spambase
and s ¼ 5; q ¼ 1 for Kyoto-Sample.

The results showed that as r increases, the average L0

distance (robustness) increases and F1 score decreases. This
is expected because higher r values put more emphasis on
robustness. So there is a need to select r to balance defense
against evasion attacks and non evasive (original) attacks.

The increase in robustness also becomes flat for large r
values in some cases (e.g., for WRFI and CWRF on Spam-
base). In such cases, the weights for vulnerable features are
so low such that other features that are previously not vul-
nerable may have higher weights and become vulnerable
(i.e., likely to appear in many trees).

For Spambase, the F1 score of WRFD and WRFI only
drops slightly as r increases. The F1 score of CWRF is more
sensitive to r. We set r to 1.5 for Spambase as it achieves the
best tradeoff between defense against original attacks and
evasion attacks. For Kyoto-Sample, the F1 score of all meth-
ods are quite high and are not very sensitive to r. So we

Fig. 4. Average L0 distance when varying r on Spambase (white-box).

Fig. 5. AverageL0 distancewhen varying r on Kyoto-Sample (white-box).

Fig. 6. F1 score when varying r on Spambase.

Fig. 7. F1 score when varying r on Kyoto-Sample.
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select r ¼ 10 for Kyoto-Sample because that will maximize
robustness. In practice, users should start with small r val-
ues and gradually increase it until L0 distance or F1 score
for original attacks starts to drop significantly.

In subsequent experiments, r is set to 1.5 on Spambase
and 10 on Kyoto-Sample.

Tuning of s and q. we considered four combinations of s
and q: s ¼ 5 or 10 (i.e., models are divided into 5 or 10 clus-
ters) and q ¼ 1 or 3 (1 or 3 models are selected per cluster).
Again we found the optimal value for s and q is the same
for both black-box and white-box cases. Due to lack of space
we just summarize the results.

We found that as s and q increases, F1 score increases
because more models are used in prediction. However the
average L0 distance decreases in most cases as s and q
increase because using more models means less uncertainty
and less robustness. For Spambase, the decrease in F1 score
is quite significant as s and q decrease so the optimal setting
is using 10 clusters and selecting 3 models per cluster. For
Kyoto-Sample data set, F1 score is not very sensitive to s
and q. So we use 5 clusters and select 1 model from each
cluster (s ¼ 5; q ¼ 1) to achieve better robustness.

6.3 Comparison With Existing Methods

Oncewe set parameters for our algorithms (WRFD,WRFI and
CWRF), we compare them to other methods (RF and Retrain-
ing-tree). Figs. 8 and 9 report average L0 distance for

Spambase and Kyoto-Sample, respectively. Tables 4 and 5
report precision, recall, and F1 score for Spambase andKyoto-
Sample, respectively. The Retraining-CNNmethod is not run
onKyoto-Sample because this data set has 14 features selected
by domain experts, while the main benefit of deep learning is
feature engineeringwhich is not needed in this case.

All methods are more robust under black-box attacks
than under white-box attacks. This is expected as under
black-box attacks attackers have no knowledge of the origi-
nal models.

Results on Spambase. Since ci ¼ 1 for Spambase, average
L0 distance is equivalent to average number of features
attackers need to modify to evade detection.

On Spambase, WRFD and CWRF have the highest robust-
ness (measured by average L0 distance) under white-box
attacks. CWRF also beats WRFD under black-box attacks
due to increased uncertainty at model application time.
WRFI has lower L0 distance than WRFD under white-box
attacks, showing that information gain is not themost appro-
priatemeasure for vulnerability in this case.

Retraining-tree surprisingly has very low L0 distance
under white-box attacks. We checked the trees created by
this method. We found that four features still appear in
over 80 percent of trees. Retraining-tree method still use
random forest on the augmented training set and it still
uses a few features in most trees. These features are still vul-
nerable to evasion attacks. Under black-box case Retraining-
tree has better L0 distance possibly due to the increased dif-
ficulty for attackers to find vulnerable features, but it is still
less robust than CWRF, WRFD and WRFI.

The Retraing-CNN method has a L0 distance of 3.02
under white-box attacks. Its L0 distance is 4.74 under black-
box attacks. These numbers are better than the original CNN
model which has a L0 distance around 1.6, but are worse
than the results of our proposedmethods CWRF andWRFI.

The improvement of CWRF and WRFD over RF is also
quite significant. Under white-box attack the attackers need to
modify on average 4.76 features for WRFD and 4.5 features
for CWRF versus 3.19 features for RF. Under black-box attack

Fig. 8. Average L0 distance on Spambase.

Fig. 9. Average L0 distance on Kyoto-Sample.

TABLE 4
Precision, Recall, and F1 Score on Spambase

Algorithms Precision Recall F1 Score

Random Forest 0.932 0.912 0.922
WRFD 0.905 0.905 0.905
CWRF 0.81 0.849 0.829
Retraining-tree 0.871 0.963 0.914
WRFI 0.911 0.841 0.874
Retraining-CNN 0.870 0.960 0.913

TABLE 5
Precision, Recall, and F1 Score on Kyoto-Sample

Algorithms Precision Recall F1 Score

Random Forest 0.944 0.956 0.950
WRFD 0.941 0.954 0.947
CWRF 0.931 0.948 0.940
Retraining-tree 0.906 0.957 0.931
WRFI 0.941 0.956 0.948
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the attackers need to modify 20 out of 57 features for WRFD
versus 9.9 features for RF.

In terms of detection of original attacks, the proposed
methods have slightly lower prevision, recall, and F1 score
than the original RF. WRFD has the best performance
among proposed methods, with just 1-2 percent degrade in
precision, recall and F1 score.

Retraining-tree and Retraining-CNN have similar preci-
sion, recall, and F1 score with those of RF. However as men-
tioned above both have limited improvement in terms of
robustness compared to RF.

Overall, WRFD is the most effective against both original
non-evasive attacks and evasion attacks on this data set as
its precision, recall, and F1 score for original attacks are
quite close to those of RF and its robustness is the highest
(under white-box attacks) or the second highest (under
black-box attacks).

Results on Kyoto-Sample. For Kyoto-Sample, all methods
have very high precision, recall, and F1 score (over 91 percent)
for original attacks. The difference between different methods
is quite small. Sowe focus on robustness.

CWRF has the highest L0 distance under both white-box
and black-box attacks. The gap between CWRF and the other
methods is quite significant. E.g., under black-box attacks
the average L0 distance is 14.05 for attackers to evade detec-
tion for CWRF models versus an average L0 distance of 5.86
for RFmodels. CWRF is the best method for this data set.

On this data set WRFD has the second highest average L0

distance, followed by WRFI. Retraining-tree still has the
lowest average L0 distance compared to WRFD, CWRF, and
WRFI. Since there are fewer features Retraining-tree method
still uses a few features in most trees, making them vulnera-
ble to evasion attacks.

Statistical Significance. We also ran t-test to chech whether
the differences of L0 distance between the proposed algo-
rithms (CWRF, WRFD, and WRFI) and existing ones (RF
and Retraining-tree) are statistical significance. All the p val-
ues are smaller than 0.001 so the results are statistically sig-
nificant. For instance, the p value of RF and WRFD for
black-box attack in Spambase data is 5.40068E-50, and the p
value of Retraining-tree method and CWRF for white-box
attack in Kyoto-Sample data is 7.1744E-145. The complete
results are not listed due to space limit.

Attacks on Kyoto-Sample With a Bounded Budget. Since L0

distance does not directly translate to number of features

for Kyoto data due to non uniform weights of different fea-
tures, we also reported success rate of both white-box and
black-box attacks when L0 distance is bounded by a value b.
We call b the budget of attacks and attackers can only gener-
ate attack instances with L0 distance less or equal to b.
Fig. 10 shows the white-box attacks’ success rate when
attackers’ budget b was varied from 4 to 9. Fig. 11 shows the
results for black-box attacks.

When attackers’ budget increases, success rate increases
for all methods. This is expected as attackers can modify
more features.

Our proposedmethods lead to significantly lower success
rate than existing methods (RF and Retraining-tree). For
example, when the budget is 4, success rate of white-box
attacks for proposed CWRF is 0.074 while the success rates
for RF and Retraining-tree are 0.4 and 0.57, respectively.

Among all the methods, the proposed CWRF method
achieves the lowest success rate in most cases. Another pro-
posed method WRFD is second the best in most cases and
its results are close or better than results of CWRF when
budget reaches 9. This suggests clustering and random
selection of a subset of models work better when attackers
have limited budget probably because in such cases attack-
ers can only pick very few features to modify and random
selection of models will make it very difficult for attackers
to pick the right features. WRFI in general has worse results
than WRFD and CWRF because it uses information gain. RF
and Retraining-tree both have very high success rates, indi-
cating these methods are not robust to evasion attacks.

Scalability. We extracted 20, 40, 60, 80 percent as well as
the full set of Kyoto data set collected in December 2015
(with 7,565,246 million instances in total) to test the scalabil-
ity of CWRF. Fig. 12 reports the execution time of CWRF,
RF, and Retraining-Tree. The results show that CWRF scales
linearly with the number of rows. Its execution time is
slightly more than twice the execution time of RF, which is
expected as CWRF needs to build the model pool twice and
needs to compute weights of each feature. However, CWRF
is more efficient than Retraining-Tree because the retraining
method not only needs to train the model twice, but also
needs to generate adversarial examples. We also found that
the execution time of CWRF is dominated by model build-
ing time (clustering time is less than 10 seconds). As future
work we will investigate how to further improve efficiency
of our methods.

Fig. 10. Average success rate of white-box attacks when varying budget
on Kyoto-Sample.

Fig. 11. Average success rate of black-box attacks when varying budget
on Kyoto-Sample.
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7 DISCUSSION OF EXTENDING OUR APPROACH TO

OTHER MINING METHODS

Now we discuss how to extend our approach to other min-
ing methods. We can divide other mining methods into two
categories. The first category requires well defined features
and most mining methods other than deep neural nets
belong to this category. The second category (deep neural
nets) does not have well defined features and features are
generated and selected in the learning process. We will con-
sider how to extend our approach to the second category in
future. Here we discuss how to extend our approach to the
first category of mining methods.

The extendedmethod works in two steps. In the first step,
a pool of mining models are trained using bagging and ran-
dom subspace. More specifically, each time we draw a ran-
dom sample of training data and select a random subset of
features and build a model using the sample and selected
subset of features. Note that this step is similar to random
forest which also uses bagging and random subspace.

The training method also should take into account vul-
nerability of each feature such that more vulnerable features
receive lower weights. One possible way is to compute a
vulnerability score vj for feature Aj.

To compute vj, we can further divide mining methods
into two subcategories: those whose prediction function can
be represented as a simple function and those cannot. For
example, linear regression, logistic regression, and SVM
belong to the first subcategory, and decision trees, Naive
Bayesian, and Neural Network (not deep ones) belong to
the second subcategory. For the first subcategory, the pre-
diction of an instance z can be represented as a function
fðzÞ. So we can simply take the partial derivative of f over
zj (the jth feature of z). The partial derivative represents
how much the prediction will change given a change of zj.
We can set vj to this partial derivative because a feature
with the largest partial derivative has the most impact on
prediction. Note that a similar idea has been used in [24].

For the second subcategory, we can use some heuristics to
compute weights as what we did for random forest. For
example, we can use a similar idea as differential ratio for
Naive Bayesian. If a feature Aj’s value v is very common in
positive class, but very rare in negative class, thenmodifying
v is likely to avoid detection. So we can define differential

ratio dðvÞ as P ðvjcþÞ � P ðvjc�Þ where cþ is the positive class
and c� is negative class.Aj’s differential ratio is the maximal
ratio of all its values and the vulnerability measure vj ofAj in
a pool of models is the sum of its differential ratio in all
models.

Once vj is computed, it can be used in the model building
algorithm to putmore emphasize on less vulnerable features.
For most methods, this can be done by integrating the
weights in objective function. For example, for SVM, sup-
pose RBF kernel is used and the kernel function isKðxi; zÞ ¼
e
�g
Pm

j¼1
ðxij�zjÞ2 .We can replace this functionwith aweighted

kernel functionK0ðxi; zÞ ¼ e
�g
Pm

j¼1
wjðxij�zjÞ2 . Sincewj ¼ e�vj=cj ,

this new kernel function favors features with low vulnerabil-
ity (vj) and highmodification cost.

In the second step, a similar cluster-based method is used
to select a subset of models at model application time. The
generated models are divided into s clusters using spectral
clustering. Finally at model application time for each test
case z, the method randomly selects q models from each
cluster and uses the qs selected models to classify z.

8 CONCLUSION

This paper proposes an approach to use randomization to
improve robustness of tree based models in cyber security
applications. Our approach injects randomness into both
model training time and model application time and is
effective against both evasion attacks and original (non-
evasive) attacks. We applied our approach to random forest
and experiments on an email spam data set and a network
intrusion detection data set show our approach significantly
improves robustness of random forest models without
sacrificing much effectiveness for detecting original attacks.
The proposed methods also beat retraining method, indicat-
ing that making the learning algorithm aware of robustness
is more effective than just adding adversarial examples to
the training data.

We also proposed a theoretical framework to provide
worst case bound on attackers’ efforts and discussed possi-
ble ways to extend our approach to other mining methods.
As future work we will investigate how to implement these
extensions.
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